The idea to pursue a research on the international dimension of the thinking of Gandhi, Nehru and Lohia had emerged in the early 1990s, from the discussions I had with my colleagues in the Department of Political Science, M. S. University of Baroda. The long discussion with Dr. H.C. Shukul, Dr. Kanti Bajpai and Shri Shivanand Patnaik helped me to shape my ideas. Instead of directly writing a thesis, I produced a modest monograph titled, "Indian Peace Studies: A Typology and Formulation of the Contribution of Gandhi, Nehru and Lohia."

In view of fruition of my research endeavour, I express my deep gratitude to all those by whose generous help and affectionate support I could finish my study. I am specifically grateful to Dr. H. C. Shukul, my research supervisor, for his scholarly guidance and valuable suggestions which have shaped my insight into the area.

Former Professor and Head, Dr. A. P. Rana, Ex-Coordinator, Department of Special Assistance Programme in International Relations, Department of Political Science, M. S. University of Baroda, Baroda for initiating me in this line of inquiry. Professor Thomas Pantham, former Head, Department of Political Science, M.S.U., Baroda, for extending his generous help in preparing the monograph leading eventually to the actual research work. Professor Dilip Mohite, Dean, Faculty of Arts, and Head, Department of Political Science, M.S.U., for extending all possible help for encouraging me in pursuit of research at all stages and specifically granting me duty leave whenever I was required to visit various centres in India at Delhi,
Hyderabad, and Bombay for collecting data. Professor V. G. Nandedkar, former Head, Department of Political Science, M.S.U., Baroda, for helping me fulfilling the formalities required for registration for the Ph.D.

A few others have extended distinct help to warrant attention: Professor Pravin Sheth for helping me in Gujarat Vidyapith Library, Professor D. N. Pathak for inviting me to attend seminar on Gandhi. It helped me to shape my analysis on Gandhi. Dr. Kanti Bajpai, to help in JNU Library, New Delhi and Mr. Amit Pradhan, a Research Assistant of our department for collecting books from Hansa Mehta Library, several times. Dr. Anand Mavalankar for providing a few xerox articles on the topic. Mr. Amit Dholakia, a colleague in the Department for institutional support and help. Professor Usha Mehta, Bombay, for generously arranging facilities at the Gandhi Memorial Library, Bombay and helping me locating resources at the library. The librarians of various libraries and their cooperative staff for extending all possible help in making available invaluable and scarce material on various political thinkers of India and the West. I gratefully acknowledge specifically the help I received from Gandhi Memorial Library, Bombay; Smt. Mrinal Gore Smarak Trust Library, Bombay; Gujarat Vidyapith Library, Ahmedabad; Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU) Library, New Delhi; the Nehru Memorial Library, New Delhi; American Studies Research Centre (ASRC), Hyderabad; and above all Smt. Hansa Mehta Library of M.S. University of Baroda, Baroda.

Mr. Dinubhai and Mrs. Nandiniben Karia, my kins and loving hosts at Bombay, whose warm and affectionate hospitality at their house on the
scenic, and enchanting Arabian sea shore and also at their serene estate, Wild-Life Sanctuary, Dandeli, facilitated me with seclusion and congenial atmosphere to fill my mind with new freshness and energy and to concentrate on my study with new vigour. This helped me a lot in conceptualization of ideas of my research. Their patience and affection never got shaken by my frequent visits to Bombay interfering their privacy and pestering their family time to time.

Shri J. P. Parikh, my colleague in the Department of English, to whom I owe a great deal for his consummate editorial skill to lend lucidity to my thesis.

Highly cooperative staff of the Department of Political Science Shri B.G. Arothe, Shri V. M. Karandikar, Shri Jagannath Dalvi (Jaggu) and especially, Shri P. R. Chalke for his precious help in preparing drafts and the final version of the thesis with excellent quality performance.

Last but not the least, my family, specially Mini, my wife, Ruchi, my daughter, my sons, Samir and Alok, deserve mention for their forebearance and patience in putting up with my unavoidable ordeal for completing my work.
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